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Abstract
For the first time, we study the coverage of non-target de-
fects for Deterministic Logic BIST (DLBIST) architecture.
We consider several DLBIST implementation options that re-
sult in test sequences of different lengths. Resistive bridging
faults are used as a surrogate of non-target defects. Experi-
mental data obtained for largest ISCAS benchmarks suggests
that, although DLBIST always guarantees complete stuck-at
coverage, test sequence length does influence the non-target
defect detection capabilities. For circuits with a large frac-
tion of random-pattern resistant faults, the embedded deter-
ministic patterns as well as a sufficient amount of random
patterns are both demonstrated to be essential for non-target
defect detection. It turns out, moreover, that area cost is
lower for DLBIST solutions with longer test sequences, due
to additional degrees of freedom for the embedding proce-
dure and a lower number of faults undetected by pseudo-
random patterns. This implies that DLBIST is particularly
effective in covering non-target defects.
Keywords: Test Tradeoffs, Logic BIST, Defect Cover-

age, Resistive Bridging Faults

1 Introduction
Built-In Self Test (BIST) [1, 2] is an attractive technique
in nanoscale technologies. After having become predomi-
nant for memories in the 1990s, it is now increasingly used
for logic parts of a circuit. There are several advantages of
BIST over conventional, tester-based test application pro-
cess. First, large test sets do not have to be stored on the
tester. Second, they do not have to be transferred from the
tester to the device under test through a narrow interface,

which is particularly difficult when testing deeply embed-
ded cores. Third, test application can be performed at speed,
which is a precondition for detecting dynamic defects and
otherwise requires costly high-speed tester channels and IC
pins that function correctly at high speed. Fourth, BIST
mechanisms are useful for in-field inspection and are impor-
tant for on-line error detection [3]. Fifth, external test access
to systems such as smartcards might compromise the secu-
rity standards of these systems.

Historically, BIST solutions are based on applying
pseudo-random pattern sequences produced by a test pa-
ter generator block, often a linear feedback shift register
(LFSR) or an LFSR derivative. However, many circuits
have faults that are not detected by these sequences (pseudo-
random resistant faults). There are several solutions to this
problem. The straightforward technique is the application of
deterministic patterns in addition to the pseudo-random se-
quence. Typically, the number of such patterns is still high,
as the random-pattern resistant faults often require specific
deterministic patterns. Inserting test points [4], the fault cov-
erage can be improved, at the expense of increased area and
delay, and the need for a new synthesis and timing verifica-
tion run. In weighted random testing (which has been pro-
posed for single-pattern [5] and two-pattern testing [6]), the
signal probabilities of the pseudo-random sequence are mod-
ified such as to detected yet-undetected faults. This requires
a complex synthesis process tightly coupled with ATPG, and
many probability sets for some circuits, resulting in a large
and complex control architecture. The Circular Self-Test
Path technique uses the circuit functionality to generate new
patterns; it has also been applied to single-pattern [7] and
two-pattern [8], but in general fails to achieve a desired fault
coverage.



In contrast to the above-mentioned schemes, the deter-
ministic logic BIST (DLBIST) architectures guarantee the
application of a predefined deterministic test set among the
pseudo-random patterns. Reseeding omits those parts of
the pseudo-random sequence that are not needed for testing.
Pseudo-random pattern generators used in reseeding archi-
tectures so far include LFSRs [9, 10], multiple-polynomial
LFSRs [11, 12], twisted-ring counters [13] and folding coun-
ters [14]. A similar solution for two-pattern testing is based
on a multiple input shift register [15, 16]. Test set embedding
modifies some of the bits of the pseudo-random sequence
such that every pattern from a given deterministic test pat-
tern set occurs in the sequence. Instances of test set em-
bedding are bit-flipping [17, 18] (which inverts selected bits
using XOR gates controlled by the bit-flipping logic BFL)
and bit-fixing [19] (which employs AND and OR gates con-
trolled by the bit-fixing logic BFX). A related technique is
Embedded Deterministic Test (EDT) [20], which involves in-
teraction with the tester and hence is considered a test com-
pression rather than a BIST method.
Traditional optimization goals in design of a BIST archi-

tecture are the area cost of the additional circuitry and the
test application time, which is given by the length of the se-
quence. However, there is a further parameter that did not
receive proper attention in earlier works: the detection of ac-
tual defects. Stuck-at fault coverage is traditionally the sole
test quality target of a BIST solution. While the poor cor-
respondence between stuck-at faults and actual defects was
well known long ago [21], new defect mechanisms in deep
submicron technologies [22] imply the need to evaluate the
coverage of unmodeled defects by a BIST scheme.
In this paper, we analyze the relation between the test

length, the area cost, and the unmodeled defect detection ca-
pability of the DLBIST architecture based on bit flipping.
Since there is no such thing as an accurate ‘model of un-
modeled defects’, we are forced to use a surrogate instead.
In this paper, resistive bridging faults (RBF) serve as such a
surrogate. There are several reasons for the choice of RBF.
First, this model corresponds to resistive short defects, which
are increasingly more important in nanoscale technologies.
Second, it accurately reflects electrical phenomena including
pattern-dependency (different circuit behavior for different
patterns seemingly leading to same logical values on inter-
nal lines) and Byzantine behavior (voltage on a fanout that
is interpreted as logic-1 by some of the succeeding gates and
as logic-0 by others). These phenomena are ignored by the
stuck-at fault model. Finally, the BIST logic synthesis algo-
rithm does not employ any RBF information and does not
target any RBFs. Consequently, all RBF detections must be
purely accidental. Since RBF detection conditions are suf-
ficiently different from stuck-at detection conditions, RBFs
are likely to be representative for coverage of a class of un-
modeled defects.

Unmodeled defect detection by DLBIST was also ana-
lyzed in [23]. However, that paper concentrated on han-
dling designs that produce unknown values which poten-
tially could corrupt the signature and invalidate the results
of a BIST run. Consequently, an additional logic block
called XML (X Masking Logic) was used in [23] to block
the unknown values without compromising the stuck-at fault
coverage of the test. The implications of adding XML to
the BIST architecture for detection of unmodeled defects
were studied, and additional requirements for XML design
were formulated such that unmodeled defect coverage is kept
high. In contrast to [23] that considered potential coverage
loss between the block under test and the test response evalu-
ator, this paper focuses on unmodeled defect coverage of the
sequence applied by the test pattern generator to the block
under test.
We synthesize several DLBIST schemes and investigate

the three-dimensional tradeoff of associated area cost, test
application time and RBF coverage. It turns out that longer
test sequences result in better detection of non-target defects
(RBFs) and also smaller bit-flipping logic. The first result
indicates that the embedded deterministic stuck-at patterns
alone are not sufficient for good coverage of unmodeled de-
fects and that the additional pseudo-random patterns are use-
ful for this purpose. Since DLBIST applies both determin-
istic and pseudo-random patterns, it appears to be superior
to conventional tester-based test application in covering un-
modeled defects.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The

DLBIST architecture and resistive bridging faults are re-
viewed in the Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Experimental
results are reported in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2 Deterministic Logic BIST
This section reviews the bit-flipping DLBIST architecture
[17, 18] and its synthesis [24].

2.1 Architecture
Figure 1 shows the bit-flipping DLBIST architecture. An
LFSR with a phase shifter is used as the source of random
patterns. Some of the patterns are useless, i.e. they do not
detect any (stuck-at) faults not detected by other patterns.
In order to achieve the desired fault coverage, some of the
bits produced by the LFSR are inverted (flipped), which is
controlled by bit-flipping logic (BFL). BFL is a combina-
tional block that takes the LFSR state, the pattern number
(from the pattern counter) and the bit number (from the bit
counter) and selects the LFSR outputs to be inverted by driv-
ing a logic-1 at the inputs of the corresponding XOR gates.
Note that the architecture can be used for combinational and
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Figure 1: Deterministic Logic BIST

scan cores employing one or several chains [18]. The re-
sponses of the CUT are fed into a MISR.

2.2 Synthesis
The synthesis procedure for the DLBIST hardware is broken
into the following five steps (refer to [24] for details):

1. Fault simulate the LFSR sequence; drop detected faults.

2. Perform ATPG (without random fill of don’t care posi-
tions) for the remaining faults.

3. For every deterministic test pattern obtained by ATPG,
select a useless pseudo-random pattern from the
pseudo-random sequence to be transformed into that
pattern (details are given below).

4. Synthesize compact BFL that performs the transforma-
tion of useless patterns into deterministic patterns (de-
tails are given below).

5. Fault simulate the final sequence produced by LFSR
combined with BFL.

A pseudo-random pattern r that is selected for assignment
to a deterministic ATPG pattern t in Step 3 has three kinds
of bits: matching bits (specified in t, same value in r and
t); conflicting bits (specified in t, opposite values in r and
t); and don’t care bits (unspecified in t). More formally, if
the ith bit in r (t) is denoted as ri (ti), i is a matching bit
if ti = ri = 1 or ti = ri = 0, a conflicting bit if either
ti = 1 and ri = 0 or ti = 0 and ri = 1, and a don’t care bit
if ti = X irrespective of the value of ri (where X stands for
a don’t care value). Conflicting bits must be flipped by the
BFL, while matching bits must not be flipped. It is irrelevant
whether don’t care bits are flipped or not.

In Step 3, a useless pseudo-random pattern is assigned
to each deterministic pattern. In order to obtain an efficient
implementation of the BFL, the pseudo-random pattern with
the minimum number of conflicting bits is selected. If sev-
eral such patterns exist, the pattern is chosen which minimize
the number of:

a) scan chains containing both matching and conflicting
bits

b) clock cycles during which matching and conflicting bits
are shifted into the scan chains

The cost function a) attempts to minimize the BFL size per
scan chain. The cost function b) has a lower priority and at-
tempts to maximize the logic sharing among the BFL’s cor-
responding to different scan chains.
After mapping all the deterministic patterns to the

pseudo-random sequence, the BFL is generated in Step 4
by formulating an instance of logic synthesis with don’t
cares [25] and solving it using a BDD-based procedure.
BFL takes the state of the DLBIST hardware (defined as
LFSR×PC ×BC, where LFSR is the state of the LFSR,
PC is the value of the pattern counter and BC is the value
of the bit counter) and maps it to 1 (for a conflicting bit), 0
(for a matching bit that must not be flipped) or don’t care
(for don’t care bits). This instance is represented as a pair of
BDDs, transformed into an RTL description and synthesized
by a commercial logic synthesis tool.

3 Resistive Bridging Fault Model
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Figure 2: Example circuit

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the resistive
bridging fault (RBF) model, which is used as a surrogate of
unmodeled defects in this paper. The material here is re-
stricted to concepts necessary for understanding the analysis
in this paper; [26] gives an in-depth consideration.
The main difficulty when dealing with resistive faults is

that, unlike for the non-resistive case, there is an unknown
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Figure 3: Rsh-V -diagram

value to be taken into account, the resistance. This is because
it cannot be known in advance which particle will cause the
short defect corresponding to the bridge, as parameters like
its shape, size, conductivity, exact location on the die, evap-
oration behavior, electromigration and the temperature of its
environment can influence the resistance of the short defect.
A short defect may be detected by a test pattern for one re-
sistance value, and the short between the same nodes may
not be detected by the same pattern for another resistance.
This fundamentally changes the meaning of standard testing
concepts, like redundancy, fault coverage, and so forth.
In order to handle this ambiguity, Renovell et al. [27, 28]

introduced the concept of Analogue Detectability Interval
(ADI) and probabilistic fault coverage. In the following, we
will illustrate the model by means of an example.
Consider the circuit in Figure 2. The lines a and b are

bridged, with a (b) being the output of a NAND2 (NOR2)
gate. Let us first assume that the applied pattern is 0011. In
CMOS, two p transistors from the pull-up network of gate
A (connected in parallel) drive node a, and two n transistors
(also in parallel) from the pull-down network of gate B drive
node b. Thus, in absence of the bridge there will be a 1 on a
and a 0 on b. In presence of the bridge, the voltage Va on a
and the voltage Vb on b both depend on the bridge resistance
Rsh. ForRsh = 0Ω, there will be some intermediate voltage
identical for both lines. For Rsh = ∞, Va will equal VDD

and Vb will equal 0V, as if the bridge was not present. A
possible voltage distribution for intermediate values of Rsh

(those between 0Ω and ∞) is depicted by solid curves in
Figure 3. The X-axis corresponds to different values of Rsh,
the Y-axis shows which voltages are assumed on the lines a
and b if the bridge has such a resistance. With increasing
Rsh, Va and Vb diverge, with Va approaching VDD and Vb

approaching 0.
The gates succeeding the bridge (gates C and D are suc-

cessors of a and gate E is successor of b) will interpret these
voltages as a logic value 1 or a logic value 0, depending on
their input threshold (switching threshold of input). In accor-

dance to previous works, we assume an exact-defined thresh-
old voltage Th, which however may be different for different
gate types.
In Figure 3, the thresholds for gates C, D, E are shown

as horizontal lines labeled by ThC , ThD and ThE , respec-
tively. Consider gate C. Given a resistanceRsh, this gate will
either interpret the value on a as logic-0 (for Rsh < RC) or
as logic-1 (for Rsh > RC): for a bridge with low resistance,
the value 0 on the line b has larger impact on the voltage on
a than for a highly-resistive bridge. Hence, the RBF is de-
tected on the output of gate C iff Rsh ∈ [0, RC ]. For gate D,
the threshold ThD is below the curve. This means that for
anyRsh gate D will recognize the voltage on a as logic value
1. The fault is not detectable for any value of Rsh. For gate
E, the solid curve Vb is relevant. E interprets the voltage on
b as faulty logic value (1) only for Rsh ∈ [0, RE ].
Overall, the fault can be detected at the output of C iff

Rsh ∈ [0, RC ], at the output of D iff Rsh ∈ ∅ (i.e. for no
value of Rsh) and at the output of E iff Rsh ∈ [0, RE ].
The fault effect is visible at one of the outputs iff Rsh ∈
[0, RC ] ∪ ∅ ∪ [0, RE ] = [0, RE ]. The interval [0, RE ] (in
which the fault is detected at (at least) one output) is called
Analogue Detectability Interval (ADI) of the pattern 0011.
In contrast to fault simulation for ‘classical’ fault models
(which determine for a fault whether it has been detected or
not), RBF simulation determines for a fault and a test pattern
the ADI, i.e. for which values of bridge resistance the fault
has been detected. If the ADI is empty, then the fault is not
detected for any Rsh.
Now imagine that there is a logic value 1 on the second

input of the NAND gate (pattern applied is 0111). Then,
only one p transistor will pull up the voltage on the line a
to the power supply. This results in logic-1 being driven
with less strength on a. With logic-0 driven on b with
the same strength as before (two parallel n transistors), the
voltage characteristic for Va and Vb in the Rsh-V -diagram
will be described by curves situated underneath the origi-
nal ones (one possibility is shown by the dashed curves).
This results in new detection conditions: Rsh ∈ [0, R′

C
] at

the output of C, Rsh ∈ [0, R′

D
] at the output of D (note

that this interval has been empty for the pattern 0011), and
Rsh ∈ [0, R′

E
] at the output of E. The ADI for 0111 is

[0, R′

C
] ∪ [0, R′

d
] ∪ [0, R′

E
] = [0, R′

C
]. So, a RBF with

Rsh ∈ [R′

C
, RE ] is detected by the pattern 0011 but not by

0111, although the logic values on the lines a and b in the
fault-free circuit are identical for these two patterns (pattern-
dependency).

C-ADI of a test set (C stands for ‘covered’) is defined
as the union of the ADIs of individual test patterns. G-ADI
(G means ‘global’) is the C-ADI of the exhaustive test set.
Hence, C-ADI includes all the bridge resistances for which
the fault has been detected by at least one test pattern, while
G-ADI consists of all values ofRsh for which the fault is de-



Circuit 1K 5K 10K
c7552 92.38 93.51 94.68
cs09234 72.31 80.79 83.60
cs13207 76.56 86.76 91.47
cs15850 84.58 89.98 91.14
cs38417 86.23 90.57 92.61
cs38584 90.47 93.44 94.31

Table 1: Stuck-at coverage of pseudo-random sequences be-
fore deterministic pattern embedding

tectable. If C-ADI of a test set equals G-ADI, then this test
set is as effective in detecting RBF as the exhaustive test set.
A bridging fault with resistance not in G-ADI is redundant.
The global fault coverage FC [28, 26] is defined as

FC(f)=100%·

!
"

C-ADI
ρ(r)dr

#

/

!
"

G-ADI
ρ(r)dr

#

, (1)

where ρ(r) is the probability density function of the short
resistance r obtained from manufacturing data. Thus, FC
relates C-ADI to G-ADI, weighted by the likelihood of dif-
ferent values of Rsh.

4 Experimental Results
The embedding procedure has been applied to pseudo-
random test sequences of 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 test pat-
terns. Deterministic patterns with don’t cares were generated
by a stuck-at ATPG procedure. The fault coverage achieved
by the pseudo-random sequence (before deterministic pat-
tern embedding) is quoted in Table 1. Note that after the em-
bedding, the sequence detects all irredundant stuck-at faults
not aborted by the ATPG tool. The results are quoted for
the ISCAS 85 and the combinational cores of the ISCAS 89
circuits (indicated as “cs”) for which the pseudo-random se-
quence of length 10K did not detect all the target faults. (For
other ISCAS circuits, no pattern embedding is required for
10K patterns).
We performed resistive bridging fault (RBF) simulation

for pseudo-random test sequences before and after determin-
istic test embedding. The fault set consisted of 10,000 ran-
domly selected non-feedback resistive bridging faults. We
employed the density function ρ derived from one used in
[29] for all experiments. All measurements were performed
using the simulator from [26]. The SAT-based ATPG pro-
cedure from [30] was used for computing the exact value of
G-ADI. Recall that the embedding procedure considers only
stuck-at fault detection; hence resistive bridging faults are a
valid surrogate for non-target defects.
The results are summarized in Table 2. Resistive bridging

fault coverage of the pseudo-random test sequence before de-
terministic pattern embedding (Random RBFC), RBF cover-
age of the sequence after the embedding (Embedded RBFC)

and the size of the synthesized bit-flipping logic (BFL) in
gate equivalents (Embedded LSIZE) are given for the cir-
cuits mentioned above and the three test sequence lengths
1K, 5K and 10K. Note that Random RBFC corresponds to a
scenario in which no BFL is employed at all (LSIZE = 0).
First of all, one can see that the RBF coverage of the

pseudo-random sequences is consistently higher than their
stuck-at coverage. Interestingly, pseudo-random pattern re-
sistant faults seem to be distributed differently for stuck-at
and resistive bridging faults. It appears that there are two
circuits with many pseudo-random pattern resistant RBFs
(cs09234 and cs38584) compared to other circuits. While
cs09234 has also the lowest stuck-at fault coverage, cs38584
has the second highest stuck-at coverage. Hence, the validity
of stuck-at fault coverage in identifying circuits with many
pseudo-random pattern resistant RBFs appears to be limited.
The results clearly demonstrate the importance of the

embedded deterministic patterns, as the RBF coverage al-
ways increases significantly due to embedding. However, the
pseudo-random patterns also seem to contribute to detecting
non-target defects. This is implied by the fact that applying
more pseudo-random patterns results in a higher RBF cover-
age. It is seen best for the two circuits with a large number
of hard-to-detect RBFs (cs09234 and cs38584) for which the
coverage gain from 1K to 5K is around 0.7%. Note that the
circuits for which the sequence yielded a good RBF cover-
age before embedding also have the highest RBF coverage
(compared to the other circuits) after embedding.
Finally, the longer sequences require less logic (up to a

factor of 2.4 for cs13207). This is due to two facts: first, the
pattern embedding procedure has more degrees of freedom
that it can exploit. Second, more stuck-at faults are covered
by the pseudo-random sequence before embedding. These
faults do not have to be targeted during BFL synthesis. Over-
all, there is a three-dimensional tradeoff: longer DLBIST se-
quence means a larger test application time, but also less area
cost. Moreover, it has an enhanced coverage of non-target
defects.

5 Conclusions
Deterministic Logic BIST is a technique that combines a
complete stuck-at coverage with relatively compact on-chip
logic and is capable to apply a large number of pseudo-
random patterns with hardware speed and without using the
slow tester interface. We studied for the first time how ef-
fective it is in detecting non-target defects. We used resistive
bridging faults as a model of non-target defects. They ac-
curately represent pattern dependency, Byzantine behavior
and other complex phenomena that are not regarded by the
stuck-at fault model. Experimental results showed that both
the deterministic patterns and the pseudo-random sequence



Circuit 1K 5K 10K
Random Embedded Embedded Random Embedded Embedded Random Embedded Embedded
RBFC RBFC LSIZE RBFC RBFC LSIZE RBFC RBFC LSIZE

c7552 99.28 99.83 583 99.44 99.87 546 99.61 99.87 433
cs09234 90.68 98.55 1097 95.30 99.26 824 96.55 99.39 683
cs13207 95.58 99.31 889 97.62 99.66 541 98.53 99.70 367
cs15850 96.29 99.36 1107 98.34 99.67 783 98.81 99.70 686
cs38417 97.50 99.46 4135 98.57 99.54 3170 98.93 99.65 2697
cs38584 93.01 98.74 894 95.10 99.43 878 96.47 99.67 590

Table 2: Experimental results

are useful for detecting non-target defects and that increas-
ing the length of the sequence enhances their coverage. This
suggests that DLBIST is a better way to apply the patterns
than just loading them from the tester. An other implication
is that DLBIST should exploit the complete available time
and apply the longest possible sequences for best defect de-
tection. As a side effect, the size of the required bit-flipping
logic is reduced.
The conclusions of this work should be validated on ac-

tual silicon. Of special interest would be a comparison
with hand-generated functional test patterns which are often
claimed to be more effective in detecting actual defects than
ATPG patterns.
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